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 There seems to be many kinds of wisdom in the world. For example, we’ve all heard 
of the distinction between being “book smart” and being “street smart.” But the type of 
wisdom we’re all exposed to first is what might be called parental wisdom. When we came 
home sobbing because a first-grade classmate ridiculed us our parents taught us to say, 
“Stick and stones may break my bones, but words will never harm me.” As we grew older 
we came to realize that that’s not really true, words can indeed do great harm. But that 
was the type of comforting wisdom that we needed for the moment, and it got us 
through a rough spot. The spiritual wisdom we get from our heavenly Father is 
always true and always applies. This kind of wisdom gets us through rough spots 
in our Christian walk, especially as it teaches us to control the tongue and curtail 
selfish ambition. Spiritual wisdom is what each of us desperately needs because it 
prepares us for eternity. Spiritual wisdom is what today’s lesson is all about. There are 
many words that wound. Some of them are spoken maliciously, with the intention of 
wounding. More are spoken thoughtlessly or jokingly. But they hurt. Don’t you 
remember a time when you wept over a careless or malicious remark? Worse than that, 
do you remember when you carelessly or maliciously wounded someone else’s spirit with 
your words? This is not new in the twenty-first century. James took note of it back in 
century one.  Although brought up under the strict standards of Jewish law, James knew 
that the accepted teachers did not always live by their own teaching (Matthew 23:1–3). 
Writing to Jewish Christians living abroad among the Gentiles, he also knew about the so
-called “wisdom” that continually circulated in the ancient world. In this lesson we shall 
see how he urged those readers to be careful with their talk: to be always truthful, always 
sincere, always helpful. We shall see also how he urged them to see the difference 
between God’s wisdom and human wisdom, and to make God’s wisdom their own. 
In everyday conversation we answer one another promptly, not taking time to think 
before we speak. With the best of intentions sometimes we say things that are untrue, 
unkind, or unhelpful. There will be no conversation if we must stop and think for an 
hour, or even ten minutes, before we respond. So we need to be armed in advance with 
Christian truth, principles, and motives—so well armed that we shall rarely lose our way 
in conversation or teaching.                            (From the NIV Standard Lesson Commentary) 
 
 

 If we profess Christ as Savior and are guilty of lying, gossip, or exaggeration, 
we will have little credibility. Taming the tongue is vital if we are to exhibit both 
faith and wisdom to others. We live in a day when knowledge is rapidly increasing in 
almost every arena of life. Scientific discoveries and technology, for example, have 
improved the quality of our lives; still, we as human beings have not learned how to use 
that knowledge to our moral advantage. This is where the wisdom of God comes in. This 
week’s lesson shows us that true wisdom is seen through a pure life characterized by a 
spirit of Christlike humility. The world at least claims to value truly wise people, but the 
truth is that we do not often find real wisdom associated with status and power. That is 
because true wisdom is found in those closely associated with the source of all  
wisdom, God alone. Formal education is good, but it does not necessarily make one 
wise. Wisdom is the ability to use our knowledge appropriately and have a right sense of 
discernment in making choices in the different situations that confront us daily. 
                                                                     (From the Bible Expositor and Illuminator)  
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Food for Thought 
 
 
 

Searching for Wisdom? 
 
 

Give to me Your insight, Lord, 
As I read Your Word today, So 

I’ll truly understand Your message 
and Your way. When we are busy 

seeking wisdom,  we’ll be too  
busy to find fault with others. 

 

 

For the Lord gives wisdom; From 
His mouth come knowledge and 
understanding; 
                     (Prov 2:6 NKJV) 
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Maturing in the Faith 
A Study in James 

 

Date      Lesson                    Text 
07/08  Introduction to James 
07/15  Trials and Temptations       1:1-17 
07/22  Faith and God’s Word      1:18-27 
07/29  Faith and Impartiality          2:1-13 
08/05  Faith and Actions             2:14-17 
08/12  Saving Faith                     2:18-26 
08/19  Controlling our Tongues     3:1-12 

08/26  Faith and Wisdom          3:13-18 
09/02  Godly Behavior                   4:1-17 
09/09  Faith and Money                  5:1-6 
09/16  Patient Faith                       5:7-11 
09/23  Faith and Prayer               5:12-20 
09/30  Review and Summary 
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NOTES AND CROSS-REFERENCES 
 
 
 
 

Wise conduct (13) 
Conduct that is worthy of the gospel of Jesus (Phil 1:27) 
Conduct that is an example (1 Tim 4:12) 
Conduct that is without covetousness (Heb 13:5) 
Conduct that is honorable (1 Peter 2:12) 
Conduct that makes evildoers ashamed and turn to God (1 Peter 3:15-16) 

 
 

Earthly wisdom (14-16) 
Earthly wisdom does not glorify God (Rom 1:20-23) 
Earthly wisdom does not understand spiritual things (1 Cor 2:14) 
Earthly wisdom is of the devil (John 8:44) 
Earthly wisdom perverts the ways of God (Acts 13:10) 
Earthly wisdom is sensual, comes from ungodly lusts, and causes divisions (Jude 17-19) 

 
 

Godly wisdom (17-18) 
Godly wisdom comes from God (Prov 2:6) 
Godly wisdom comes through the Holy Spirit (1 Cor 12:8) 
Godly wisdom is beyond human understanding (Rom 11:33) 
Godly wisdom is salvation to those who believe (1 Cor 1:21) 
Godly wisdom is in Jesus (1 Cor 1:30) 
Godly wisdom brings understanding and hope (Eph 1:17-18) 
Godly wisdom teaches to redeem the time (Eph 5:15-17)  


